
Comments on Topic Paper: Transport 

Whilst it is true that the government has committed to long term funding to support 

delivery of the Highways England Schemes, it is well known that as governments 

change, funding commitments can change, or there is a review of government 

spending. Therefore, it would be prudent not to base development plans just on 

these major schemes. Indeed the strategic transport assessment indicated that 

without these schemes the impact of the proposed development on the highway 

network would be far worse than the assessment concluded.  

While more sustainable transport is always an acceptable ideal, the infrastructure for 

this transport has to be provided at an early stage of development and going to 

places people wish to go. Without this in place people will not be persuaded to get 

out of their cars and use sustainable transport. An example of this is that currently 

cyclists have to use the current road network, there is little space on these roads to 

provide cycle lanes. This implies that the whole picture has to be looked at. 

The Reasoned Justification at paragraph 4.6.23 of the Proposed Submission Local 

Plan now states that: 

“The Sustainable Movement Corridor will be implemented in sections during the plan 

period, largely on existing roads and with the urban extensions at Blackwell Farm, 

SARP and Gosden Hill Farm, and some sites in the town centre, required to make 

provision for the corridor.” 

  

This is not acceptable as there is no guarantee that the route will ever be completed. 

The route should be built through Guildford first and then extended if and once 

development comes along. 

Whilst rail and strategic road schemes are welcomed, these cannot be delivered by 

GBC and are in the control of other institutions who will have other pressures on the 

available capital and elsewhere on the network. Therefore while it is acceptable that 

they are included in the draft Local Plan, these should be caveated that these may or 

may not be delivered during the plan period and that these should not form the basis 

of development quantum. 

Surrey County Council prepared the Options Growth Scenarios Transport 

Assessment Report (OGSTAR) (January 2014) for Guildford Borough Council in 

advance of the Regulation 18 public consultation in 2014. The report identified a 

number of highway “hotspots” relating to the various scenarios assessed. Whilst the 

baseline would be useful for the Reg19 consultation, the other scenarios should not 

be used for this. The Strategic Assessment report looked at the top 30 and this 

document only looks at the top 10 

The document sets out where the sustainable corridor will be. The extent of the 

corridor and its purpose is acceptable, though the seven wards should have been 

named. However, parts of the corridor depend on delivery by developers. This could 

lead to holes in the corridor as developments come along at different times. This 



corridor should be delivered as a whole to serve existing residents. With extensions 

as and when new developments come on stream. 

There is nothing in this document about supporting existing bus networks. Having a 

good public transport network could encourage existing car users out of their cars 

into buses. A good sustainable network would be required to ensure any expansion 

to meet the needs of new developments has a good foundation to build on. 

The same can be said of cycle and pedestrian networks. If a good base network is 

not present then it would be difficult to build a sustainable network to meet 

development needs. 

Before any new park and ride site is proposed, an in depth analysis of existing sites 

will need to be carried out. This, together with the users of car parks in the town 

centre would lead to a better understanding of whether or not a new site would be 

viable.. 

 


